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Advisory ID: NS-072307-XSS 

URL:  http://reserach.microsoft.com/search/search.aspx 
OS: Windows XP SP2 
Browsers: Internet Explorer 6.0, Firefox 2.0 
Severity: High 
 
Vendor Response 
Microsoft Security Response Center (MSRC) identified this bug immediately and rectified also. 
The acknowledge reference found at,  
 
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/acknowledge/default.mspx 
 
Proof of concept:  
 
Microsoft research website home page 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
Microsoft research home page contains an html form to search various data into 
different Microsoft research locations. The form is shown in the above image with red 
border. The search form details are as follows, 
 

 

The form is sending GET request to /search/search.aspx with two query string parameters, “qu” 
and “id”, where “qu” contains the search text which you’ve entered to search and “id” contains 
the region. 

So, if you write “hi” in a search box, the URL will be, 

 
 
 
http://research.microsoft .com/search/search.aspx?qu=hi&id=all 
 
So, web server fetches the search text from “qu” parameter of the query string and location 
value from “id” parameter of the query string. Web server searches search text (“hi”) into a 
database and returns results back to the browser.  
 



And, if you look at response in an image with blue border, it displays same search text (“hi”) also 
in a response which you’ve entered to search, so web server returns search text also along with 
the results. So, from that you can imagine that there can be a possibility of “Cross Site Scripting” 
XSS attack, if server doesn’t validate and encode search text.  
 
So, modify “qu” parameter value to, “<script>alert(“hi”);</script> in a browser address bar itself, 
So URL will be, 
 
http://research.microsoft.com/search/search.aspx?qu=%3Cscript%3Ealert(%22hi%22);%3C/scri
pt%3E 
 
And, if you hit enter, web server fails to validate the search text and return the same script along 
with results in an html response and you’ll get “hi” alert box on your browser.  
 
 
Countermeasure:  
Cross Site Scripting (XSS) is a very well known attack. Proper input validation and html 
encoding of response parameters prevents this attack.  

References:  
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/252985 
http://www.asp.net/faq/RequestValidation.aspx
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